
Silverado  —  sanctuary  away
from Napa’s chaos
By Kathryn Reed

NAPA – With 10 pools, two hot tubs, two PGA championship golf
courses, 10 lighted tennis courts, three bocce ball courts, a
spa, three restaurants, and a market why would anyone leave?

Wine would be the No. 1 reason.

The Silverado Resort is in the heart of Napa, just off the
famous Silverado Trail. It’s a sanctuary nestled into what can
be a chaotic world of tourists.

A  toast  to
relaxation.
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A calmness seems to permeate the grounds – even during a
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tennis lesson. Quinn, one of the tennis pros, keeps the clinic
moving at a fun, adrenaline-pumping pace. He sprinkles in
compliments with tips.

While Silverado is more known for its golf – especially with
hosting the PGA Safeway Open earlier this month – tennis is
also a big deal. Tennis Resorts Online regularly lists this as
one of the top 50 tennis resorts in the world. Programs are
offered daily – for guests and residents, as well as camps and
tournaments throughout the year.

Driving in it’s almost like being transported to the South.
The “big house” as I called it, looks like it belongs on a
plantation. Construction of the mansion began in the 1870s by
a Civil War general.

A variety of tennis programs are available at Silverado.
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Today the Silverado is owned by hall of fame golfer and lead
NBC analyst Johnny Miller and partners. He was instrumental in
redesigning the North Course in 2014.

Being on a bottom floor unit was perfect because it meant
walking right onto the golf course. There was no fence – so it
was green lawn as far as the eye could see. I don’t really
play golf, and didn’t intend to on this weekend visit. But
there is something about walking the grounds with a glass of



wine in hand that is so relaxing. Golf courses really are
beautiful.

Scattered about are seven housing complexes making up the
1,200-acre Silverado community. Four of them are part of the
condo rental program. Most of the 380 rooms were renovated two
years ago.

While the area is sprawling, there is a free shuttle service
via golf carts. It also didn’t take long to figure out how to
walk to the various destinations.

The main building at Silverado was a private estate in the
late 1800s. Photo/Kathryn Reed

A future destination will be the 30,000-square-foot events
center that will include a 5,000-squre-foot pavilion, stage
and small vineyard.

The only air of pretentiousness was at the spa. As a massage
therapist I really don’t understand this uppity attitude that
so many resort spas have. While the massage was adequate, what
left a sour taste was the automatic 20 percent gratuity. This



feels like stealing in a way. Pay the therapists more or raise
the rates – just be honest with the price.

Being at the Silverado is relaxing in itself, especially with
the numerous pools. The main one has food and cocktail service
seasonally.

The market at the resort offers fresh baked goods and more
substantive  choices,  along  with  a  nice  wine  selection.
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Tranquility was also found in the condo. The plush robe was
perfect to lounge in while enjoying the comforts of what felt
like home for a couple days. While there was a full size
kitchen, not much cooking was taking place.

Being  at  the  Silverado  you  are  away  from  the  hustle  and
bustle, and yet still close enough to partake in whatever
might be going on off property. Uber is an excellent choice to
get  to  downtown  Napa  where  there  is  an  abundance  of
restaurants  and  shops.

Wine tasting is walking distance, with William Hill Estate
Winery on the same street. It, like so many wineries in the
Napa Valley, requires reservations for tastings.



Tennis, wine and relaxation – not a bad birthday weekend.


